
Planning for our 
future workforce Achieving our 

workforce goals

How will labour 
market and 

workforce trends 
affect our planning?

How can we ensure

our success?

What are our organisational goals       and visions?

Strategic context

As an organisation our strategic vision is to: drive 
community-focussed workforce strategies to 
deliver better outcomes for Queensland.

To achieve this, our workforce vision is to: promote 
investment decision making through greater 
resource flexibility

Labour market impacts
Our assessment is that labour market and workforce trends will not 
have a significant impact on our ability to achieve our desired 
workforce profile.
Factors that influence this include:
▸  continuing strong interest in PSC roles, with vacancies attracting 

high calibre candidates from all sectors
▸  evidence of a significant existing labour market for general 

workforce strategists, as well as human resource and organisational 
management experts, meaning there is not a ‘supply’ issue

▸  evidence that we are an attractive employer to the market given the 
Government’s progressive vision, focus on organisational design and 
environment of innovation

▸  minimal evidence of business being impacted by general occupational 
skills shortages or competing private labour markets

▸  low risk of business being impacted by a loss of individuals 
performing critical roles, due to a small number of specialist roles.

To mitigate this potential risk, that we 
are unable to attract or retain the right 
people, we will:
▸  formalise exchange arrangements with 

other sectors and industries

▸  consider alternative innovative models to deliver 
services and ‘do things differently’

▸  use non-traditional approaches to 
resourcing vacancies, including buy-borrow-build

▸  enhance our focus on succession 
planning, knowledge transfer, staff development, 
talent management and inclusion and diversity to 
mitigate the risk associated with the loss of critical 
people.

Promote good worker health and working habits, and 
maintain a clear sense of culture, purpose and vision.

Ensure the PSC has a strong employee value proposition 
(EVP) that reinforces our brand and value.

Conduct efficient and effective recruitment, induction and 
on-boarding to enable productive engagements.

Collaborate across the PSC and with other central agencies, 
to encourage seamless and ongoing community-focussed 
service delivery.

Enable employees to expand their skills and knowledge to 
achieve mobility and flexibility through supportive work 
practices to reduce risks attached to people/roles.

Keys to our success

Public Service Commission Strategic Workforce Plan 2015 – 2020
The PSC Strategic Workforce Plan 2015 – 2020 is an aspirational roadmap that will help us make a positive difference to the people and communities of Queensland through a highly capable, empowered 
and ethical public sector
 It directly links to the PSC Strategic Plan 2015 – 2019, ensuring we have the best people to achieve our objectives to be: 
▸ a high performing, engaged, service focussed workforce
▸ a professional and productive public sector to serve the government and the community
▸ a provider of quality advice and trusted intelligence on contemporary HR matters

Be courageousCustomers first Empower peopleUnleash potentialIdeas into action

Flexible, highly skilled, diverse workforce that is agile, with people participating in short term 
engagements at PSC to grow strategic HR capability, gain central agency experience and further develop 
leadership and broader development skills. Staff return to the public sector to share knowledge, skills, 
workplace culture and practices with other agencies (or sectors). 

▸  Increased reliance on the talent management pipeline in the identification of suitable candidates.

Additional expertise
▸ Identify, interpret and communicate data and metrics to influence business decisions and measure the 

▸  Anticipate and respond to external and internal business drivers by engaging in high level business 

▸  Partner with sector leaders to attract, develop and retain a capable and high performing workforce 

▸  Improve risk management maturity and capability by identifying and advising on opportunities and 

PSC workforce vision:
Promote investment decision making through greater resource flexibility.

Current profile Future profile

Source: Minimum Obligatory Human Resource Information, March 2015

# Source: 2015 Working for Queensland Employee Opinion Survey

Agility
▸  Average length of public service 19.64 years (compared to sector

▸ Majority of employees with less than five years’ service at PSC  
worked in the Queensland public sector, other government sectors 
or the private industry

▸  Low separation rate of permanent employees, usually to other 
Queensland government departments

▸  Mix of engagement types to support flexibility: 69% permanent 
employees, 19% temporary and casual employees, 12% contract 
employees

Workforce snapshot*

▸  Small in size: 72.3 full-time equivalent employees  (75 head count)
▸  Strong female representation: 64% of workforce are women

▸  Slightly younger than service average: average age is 43.39  years 

▸  Largely full-time workers: 67% full-time, 8% part-time,  
0% casual workforce

▸  Mix of roles: 25% executive (SO – CES), 67% AO4 – AO8, 
8% AO1 – AO3

Diversity
▸  62.5% of executive roles held by women (CE, SES, SO)
▸  2.67% of the workforce identify as Aboriginal and Torres Strait 

▸ Strong representation of employees identifying as from a
non-English speaking background (8.00%) 

Expertise
▸ Trusted advisor to the sector that builds and fosters 

▸  Of all the people employed in PSC, 16% are aged 55 years and 

▸  Strong understanding of key internal and external business 

▸  Appreciation of stakeholder needs and priorities to deliver ▸ Foster and empower a productive and constructive organisational culture that leads change with tenacity

over (compared to 19.99% service average) and 1.33% are aged 
24 years and under (compared to 5.37% service average)

(compared to service average of 43.92 years)

average of 13.37 years)

Islander (compared to 2.02% service average)

relationships with leaders, industry and key stakeholders to 

drivers which shape and influence sector-wide workforce 

valued and effective HR advice and solutions 

impact of workforce investments on organisational priorities and business performance 

analysis to formulate effective, long -term workforce responses to critical business priorities

which meets organisational workforce requirements and responds to future business needs 

risks that potentially impact on the workforce and all parts of the organisation

the business disciplines and fundctions, with an openness for candid feedback, learning and change

support organisational capability and performance 

initiatives through the provision of valued insights) 

and humility 

▸  Drive strategic HR in the sector by proactively seeking out new experiences and knowledge across 



Public Service Commission Strategic Workforce Objectives 2015 – 2020

Implementation and review
▸ Implementation of the workforce plan is the responsibility of the Senior Leadership Team, and will be a standing item at Senior Leadership Team meetings to ensure attention is maintained on strategic workforce issues. 
▸ The strategic workforce plan is to be reviewed after 12 months, in line with the strategic planning cycle, and revised to take into consideration changing priorities, achieved goals etc.

Workforce vision: promote investment decision making through greater resource flexibility

Our people are:
▸  engaged and motivated to deliver positive 

outcomes for Queensland

▸  expert strategic advisors to the sector with 
contemporary skills that add value for clients

▸  effective relationship managers and 
communicators

▸  critical, creative thinkers, problem-solvers, 

Our leaders:

▸  promote the PSC by demonstrating and proving our 
value to the sector

▸  collaborate with the sector and sustain proactive 
partnerships and engagement

▸  lead and inspire an energised, high performance 
culture and get the best out of people

▸  create a supportive working environment, 

▸  commit to the professional development of 
themselves and their staff, including identifying and 
supporting emerging leaders 

As an organisation, we are:
▸   strong and positive ambassadors for the 

Queensland public sector, who live and breathe 
the public sector values

▸   responsible for leading and connecting the sector 
as a strategic-thinking central agency

▸   focused on stewardship and helping people, as 
trusted advisors of the sector

▸   partnering and collaborating with the sector to 
achieve best practice and promote forward thinking

▸   committed to conducting ourselves in a 
professional way

▸   building a strong and positive reputation for the PSC

What success looks likeGoals

▸  encourage employee agility by promoting the benefits of mobility through 
interchanges, secondments, etc

▸  commit to improved end-to-end engagements, through induction, performance 
development and exit processes

▸  support people to take charge of their own professional development, providing 
tools and information to seek out opportunities for growth and advancement

▸  model a culturally-capable and diverse workforce, and actively support the 
development of culturally-diverse staff

▸  recognise and reward engaged, high-performing staff (eg. through enabling 
opportunities for advancement and mobility)

▸  actively support leaders in their professional development aspirations, as identified 
through Executive Capability Assessment and Development (ECAD) processes 
and performance agreements

▸  build sectorwide credibility of executives through increased exposure to the 
broader public service leadership group (eg. through participation in CEO Leadership 
Board meetings)

▸  energise staff and create an environment that supports high performance, where 
people are empowered to perform their roles, engage with risk and innovate to achieve 
outcomes 

▸  commit to succession planning for key roles and talent management of high 
performers and high potentials

▸  promote and support the development of emerging leaders, with particular emphasis 
on ensuring strong and ongoing representation of women in executive roles 

▸  model flexible, healthy ways of working and support people to work differently  
(eg. to support the transition to 1 William Street)

▸  embed our values and organisational attributes into all corporate processes, 
including recruitment, performance discussions and project plans

▸  actively forge PSC’s central agency role at all levels, and demonstrate our value as a 
 strategic human resource partner

▸  act on feedback from the 2015 Working for Queensland Employee Opinion Survey 

▸  identify opportunities to partner with the sector to address strategic human 
resources issues, and build capability across the sector

▸  acknowledge and reward employees who actively contribute to building the PSC 
reputation and embody the values of the organisation, and celebrate our successes 
as an organisation

▸  implement organisation-wide customer focussed practices and routines to assist 
with sharpening and focussing employee behaviour to our customers

Strategies to achieve success

People

Our business is delivered by 
highly capable, agile and 

motivated people. 

Leaders

We have strong, credible 
leaders who are 

influential and respected 
across the sector.

Culture
We have a culture of 

excellence and 
collaboration. 

Be courageous Empower people

Unleash potential

Customers 
rst Ideas into action

Outcome measures:
▸  improved 2015 Working for Queensland Employee Opinion Survey results in workplace outcomes:

▸ agency engagement factors (>75% positive)
 ▸ job engagement and satisfaction factors (>85% positive)

▸  positive agency and stakeholder feedback on PSC value, as evidenced by repeat business and stakeholder 
evaluation

▸  evidence that agencies are engaging early with PSC, as a strategic partner and advisor
Activity measures:
▸  increased opportunities to acknowledge employees living the values and building PSC’s reputation 

(eg. through annual awards, staff social activities)
▸  100% of PSC work units have implemented customer focussed practices (eg. phone/email response standards)

Performance indicators 2015-16
Outcome measures:
▸ improved 2015 Working for Queensland Employee Opinion Survey results: 

▸ job factors (“job empowerment” >80% positive; “workload and health” >75% positive) 
▸ workgroup factors (“my workgroup” >95% positive; “collaboration” >90% positive) 
▸ bullying and harassment factors (“intolerance of bullying” >85% positive)

▸ improved lateral movements and promotion rates, so that at least 10% of the workforce engages in mobility 
Activity measures:
▸  100% of recruitment and selection processes incorporate people ‘success’ attributes into decision-making criteria 
▸  100% of new starters are provided with induction outlining the PSC vision and ways of working, and all leavers 

▸  100% of employees have current performance agreements in place, including skills and knowledge development
▸  At least 80% of employees have attended organisation-sponsored professional development opportunities 

Outcome measures:

▸ improved 2015 Working for Queensland Employee Opinion Survey results:
▸  supervision and leadership factors (“my manager” >85% positive; “my senior manager” >80% positive; 

“leadership” >75% positive)

▸ workplace and organisational factors (“workplace change” >75% positive; “organisational trust” >75% 
positive; “innovation” >75% positive) results

▸ work-life balance factors (“satisfaction with work life balance” >80%)
▸ maintain high level of executive roles held by women
▸  succession and resource planning is completed to support business continuity and achieve future workforce goals 
Activity measures:
▸ 100% of executives have current performance agreements in place
▸  100% of senior executives have completed ECAD assessments and consolidated development outcomes into 

  performance agreements
▸  100% of executives have participated in CEO-level or equivalent leadership forums
▸  at least 80% of executives have received invitations to lead or present at executive forums, seminars or workshops

are provided with the opportunity (through exit interviews) to contribute to improving the PSC 
experience

(eg. Speakers series)

promoting worker health and wellbeing 

to deliver improvements and drive increased employee engagement in the PSC 

agile and resilient




